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Core Areas:  concepts, terms, and theories 
 
Socialization 
 
primary groups  secondary groups  instrumental leadership 
expressive leadership  groupthink   reference group 
relative deprivation  in groups   out groups  
ascribed status   achieved status  master status 
role conflict   role strain   role exit   
looking glass self  nature vs. nurture  agents of socialization 
 

 
Gender 
 
sex vs. gender   the “Female Advantage” in business 
biological vs. social differences between men and women 
gender stratification  feminism 
 

 
Health Care 
 
statistics: international and national health inequalities 
pros and cons: holistic medicine vs. scientific medicine 
unique characteristics of medicine in capitalist societies 
euthanasia   socialized medicine 
HMO    direct-fee system 
 

 
Education 
 
statistics: high school graduation rates and college attendance rates 
functions of schooling how schooling can contribute to social inequality 
functional illiteracy  tracking 
 

 
The Family 
 
patriarchy   matriarchy   gender roles  
polygamy   polygyny   polyandry 
patrilineal descent  matrilineal descent  endogamy 
exogamy 
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Social Class and the Economy 
 
economy   primary economic sector secondary economic sector  
tertiary economic sector globalization   invisible hand 
social class   social status   monopoly 
oligopoly   relative deprivation  class society 
 
 
Crime 
 
white collar crime  deviance   labeling theory 
corporate crime  crimes against the person crimes against the property 
victimless crimes  deterrence   criminal recidivism 
sanctions: positive and negative 
 
 
Religion 
 
sacred    profane   totem   
liberation theology  charisma   animism 
monotheism   polytheism   religiosity  
secularization   civil religion 
 
 
Culture 
 
cultural relativism  symbols   language  
values    norms    mores 
counter culture  culture change   kibbutz  
minority   culture    culture shock 
ethnocentrism  
 
 
Other Sociological Concepts 
 
social construction of reality 
theories of social behavior:  symbolic interaction, functional analysis, conflict  
micro vs. macro level of analysis 
sociological perspective oligarchy   society 
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Central Figures in Sociology 
 
 
Emile Durkheim 
 Terms associated with Durkheim 
  -Anomie, mechanical solidarity, organic solidarity, functionalism 
 Famous works:  The Division of Labor in Society, Suicide, Elementary Forms of  

  Religious Life  
 
Max Weber 
 Terms associated with Weber 
  -Rationalization, bureaucratization, bureaucratic inertia, bureaucratic ritualism  

 Iron Cage, ideal type, authority (rational-legal, traditional, charismatic) 
 Famous works:  Economy and Society, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism 
 
Karl Marx 
 Terms associated with Marx 
  -Socialism, communism, conflict/critical theory, base, superstructure,  

epiphenomenon, capitalist, proletariat, means of production, mode of production,   
false consciousness  

 Famous works:  The Communist Manifesto, Capital 
 
 
Other notable figures and their main contributions: 
 
Talcott Parsons:  Structural Functionalism 
Robert Merton:  Strain Theory 
Solomon Asch: Social Pressure and Conformity Experiment 
Stanley Milgram: Authority/Obedience study 
Phil Zimbardo: Stanford Prison Experiment 
Irving Janis: policy making decisions and Groupthink 
Jean Piaget: the four stages of childhood development 
George Herbert Mead: the importance of social interaction 
Immanuel Wallerstein:  World Systems Theory 
C. Wright Mills:  The Power Elite 
W.E.B. Dubois:  Theory of the Talented Tenth and the Niagara Movement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For a detailed description of terms and theorists, see John Macionis, Sociology, 5th or 6th edition 


